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What does it mean to be responsible?

We have been hearing a lot of conversation lately about
what it means to be responsible in this age of Covid.

- University students and their socials
- Elementary school students and the complications

around safe distancing (in class and on playground)
- Bars and restaurants and businesses trying to become

viable within the parameters of safe protocols
- Even churches and what we need to do to keep

worshippers safe, protect the community, and do our
bit in flattening the curve.

We have talked about very little else …
- the role of government
- the reports from Health Officials
- the role of citizens

Pandemic is extremely complex. (on both sides of the border)

Being responsible (in this time) means making hard
decisions to keep one another safe.

Responsibility is what Jesus is talking about in this mornings
gospel lesson...Jesus uses the parable of the two sons to
answer his critics, who ask him where he gets his
authority.....he says the real question has to more to do with
how individuals accept responsibility when God calls.

Jesus has presented himself as a reformer, a follow-up to
everything that has happened in the old testament. Yet here



he is, surrounded by the riff-raff of society...prostitutes, tax
collectors, sinners of all kinds.......what's more, they all call
Jesus their own.

Those who had been worshipping God since they were
children // and were in the synagogues and in the temple //
while these others were wasting their lives, seemed to be
overlooked by Jesus. Jesus did this on purpose. He says he
did not come for the followers of the law, but for those who
have never said anything but "no" to God.

But this got the religious people angry with Jesus -- for
turning around their values ... So he told them a parable , a
story.

The story is really quite simple. The two sons were both
asked by their father to go into the vineyard to work. One
says "sure, no problem" but then never bothered to show up.
The other said "nah -- I'm not in the mood to work" - but
later he has a change of heart and decides to go.

Jesus asks the story by asking "which of these two did what
the father wanted?". Well, his audience, being the good
religious folks that they were, had no choice but to admit
that it was the one who said no, but finally turned up. Why?
>>>> because he did something.

The point is that (at the decisive moment) we ourselves are
called to work ... To do something about the kingdom. And
we tend to overlook that simple fact....it's a whole lot easier
to point fingers and condemn liberal minded people, or staid
conservative folks, or "feminists" or "them" , than it is to
accept the reality of our unwillingness and incapacity to
work at the kingdom ourselves.



We blame systems:
- political disorder and incompetence
- leaders who “don’t get us here and now”
- corruption at all levels
- over-advancement in technology
- educational institutions

We say that they are to blame for the deteriorating state of
our world.

We know that there is a great need for change in our
world...we know there is no justice in certain places in our
world.....but what about right here in our own country, or
town, or even in our own family and in ourself.

Changes no matter how big or how small all depend on
human decisions....but decisions (major or minor) are hard
to make.

And decisions may hurt. It may mean changing the “usual”
ways of doing things, or of treating someone else. But no
one - including Jesus - promised us an easy journey.

Choices can only be made in our lives by us.

President Harry Truman kept a little sign on his desk at the
White House (and when Jimmy Carter became President he
borrowed the sign from the Truman library and put it on his
own desk). The sign says "the buck stops here"

What does it mean to be responsible ???
The father in todays lesson has some work to be done. He
doesn't ask a crowd, or a labour union -- he asks his sons
(personally) whether they are willing to work.



who is responsible?
who decides?
who acts?

Let us hope (by the Grace of God) that when we are faced
with important decisions , whatever they are , that we will
have the courage to say "the buck stops here".

And then to do (what we know in our heart) is the
Will of God.
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